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Excited states in the neutron-deficient N = 84 nuclide 155Lu have been populated using the
102Pd(58Ni,αp) reaction. The 155Lu nuclei were separated using the gas-filled recoil separator RITU
and implanted into the Si detectors of the GREAT spectrometer. Prompt γ-ray emissions measured
at the target position using the Jurogam Ge detector array were assigned to 155Lu through corre-
lations with α decays measured in GREAT. Structures feeding the (11/2−) and (25/2−) α-decaying
states have been revised and extended. Shell-model calculations have been performed and are found
to reproduce the excitation energies of several of the low-lying states observed to within an average
of 71 keV. In particular, the seniority inversion of the 25/2− and 27/2− states is reproduced.

PACS numbers: 23.20.Lv, 29.30.Kv, 21.10.Pc, 21.60.Cs

I. INTRODUCTION

The region above the N = 82 shell closure approach-
ing the proton drip line features relatively small proton
and neutron valence spaces due to the semi-magicity of
146Gd, which can be considered to be an inert core for
nuclei in this region. As such, this region is appropriate
for the study of single-particle behaviour and the inter-
actions between individual nucleons. This is particularly
interesting as the orbitals available to the valence neu-
trons include the h9/2 orbital, the spin-orbit partner to
the h11/2 orbital occupied by the valence protons.

Previous studies of isotones in this region have revealed
that as the occupancy of the πh11/2 orbital increases with
increasing Z, states involving configurations with neu-
trons in the h9/2 orbital are lowered in energy relative to
those with neutrons in the f7/2 orbital [1–4]. This ob-
servation has been attributed to an increasing attraction
between h11/2 protons and h9/2 neutrons as the occu-
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pancy of the h11/2 proton orbital increases.

A particularly interesting feature observed in N = 84
isotones is the difference in the behaviour of the 27/2−

and 25/2− states, both of which are thought to be a
πhn

11/2 ⊗ νh9/2f7/2 configuration [1]. The relatively con-

stant behaviour of the 27/2− state contrasts with the
lowering in excitation energy with increasing Z observed
in other states that feature an h9/2 neutron [1]. The sim-

ilarities between the behaviour of the 27/2− state and
those built on the πh11/2⊗νf2

7/2 configuration have led to

the proposal that a (πh11/2, νh9/2)1+ interaction, which

is Pauli blocked in the 27/2− state, is the dominant com-
ponent lowering the states featuring an h9/2 neutron [2].

The chain of N = 84 isotones crosses the proton drip
line at 155Lu [5]. Currently three α-decaying states are
known in 155Lu. Isomers having spin and parity (1/2+)
and (25/2−) lie 20 keV and 1781 keV above the (11/2−)
ground state, respectively [6–10]. The α-particle energies
and half-lives of the states are, in order of increasing
excitation energy, 5661(5) keV and 70(1) ms; 5586(5) keV
and 136(9) ms; and 7390(5) keV and 2.71(3) ms [9, 10].
Yrast structures feeding the (11/2−) and (25/2−) states
have been observed in previous work [1]. In this work
the previous level scheme is revised and extended and
nucleon configurations associated with these states are
discussed. Experimental levels are compared with shell
model calculations to aid the interpretation of assigned
configurations.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experiment was performed at the Accelerator Lab-
oratory at the University of Jyväskylä. Excited states in
155Lu were populated in fusion-evaporation reactions in
which a beam of accelerated 58Ni ions, Ebeam = 255 MeV,
was incident on an isotopically enriched 102Pd target foil
of thickness ∼1 mg cm−2. An average beam intensity
of 4.3 particle nA was delivered for 139 hours. Prompt
γ rays were measured using the Jurogam array, which
comprised 43 Compton-suppressed Ge detectors focused
on the target position. Scattered beam was suppressed
by the RITU gas-filled separator [11, 12], which also
transported recoiling reaction products to its focal plane
where the GREAT spectrometer [13] was situated. Re-
coils that reached the focal plane passed through a mul-
tiwire proportional counter (MWPC) and implanted into
the adjacently mounted double-sided silicon strip detec-
tors (DSSDs). The recoil rate was approximately 2 kHz.
Subsequent α decays were measured in the DSSDs. All
detector signals were recorded by a triggerless data ac-
quisition system [14], which time stamped them with a
precision of 10 ns. The data were analysed using GRAIN
[15] to produce 155Lu γ-ray energy spectra using the Re-
coil Decay Tagging (RDT) technique [16, 17]. Where the
statistics were sufficient, the data were sorted to produce
Eγ1 − Eγ2 γ-ray coincidence matrices, which were anal-
ysed using the RADWARE software package [18].

III. ANALYSIS

The energy spectrum of α decays measured in the
DSSDs is shown in figure 1a. As can be seen in fig-
ure 1b, the region of the energy spectrum around 5661
keV, where the α-decay peak from the ground state is
expected, contains significant levels of background from
the low-energy tail of the 157Hf α-decay peak. This re-
sults in the contamination from 157Hf in the correlated
γ-ray spectrum shown in figure 2a.
There is additional background in this spectrum aris-

ing from miscorrelations of 155Lu α decays with ions that
were implanted into the same DSSD pixel after the par-
ent 155Lu ion, but before the α decay. The 537 keV γ-ray
transition from 157Lu, which was abundantly produced
in this experiment, is an example of this that appears
in the spectrum (figure 2a). The relative contributions
to the miscorrelation spectrum will depend not only on
the available recoils and their production cross sections,
but also on their α-decay half-lives. Those with shorter
half-lives are more likely to α decay before the 155Lu par-
ent does, preventing the miscorrelation, thus they do not
contribute as much to the background.
The background spectrum due to contamination was

obtained by tagging on the characteristic 157Hf α-decay
energy, but with a recoil-α correlation time of 350 ms,
as used to obtain the 155Lu tagged spectrum. Correlat-
ing the recoil with γ rays in Jurogam obtains a spec-

FIG. 1: (a) Energy spectrum of decays occurring within
700 ms of a recoil implantation in the same DSSD pixel. (b)
The spectrum in (a) expanded around the α-decay peaks of
the (11/2−) and (1/2+) states in 155Lu. (c) The spectrum in
(a) expanded around the α-decay peak of the (25/2−) state.

trum of background due to contamination. The back-
ground spectrum due to miscorrelation was obtained by
tagging on recoil events that are followed by another re-
coil within the 350 ms correlation time. Correlating the
first recoil with γ rays in Jurogam produces a spectrum
of background due to miscorrelation. These conditions
effectively simulate the miscorrelation described above,
producing a γ-ray background spectrum associated with
recoils whose α-decay lifetimes are not so short as to pre-
vent the miscorrelation occurring. The requirement that
there are two recoils, rather than any single recoil that
does not α decay for 350 ms, accounts for the variation in
time difference between the implantation of the miscor-
related recoil and the 155Lu α decay, which is dependent
on the recoil rate.

The ratios of γ-ray transition intensities associated
with background in the tagged spectra were used to de-
termine the relative contributions of the two background
spectra (contaminated and miscorrelated). The sum
of the relative contributions formed a total background
spectrum, which was then normalised to the tagged spec-
trum (figure 2a) and subtracted.

The resulting spectrum after correcting for these sep-
arate background contributions is shown in figure 2b,
in which three γ-ray transitions can be seen with en-
ergies of 328.7(2) keV, 684.8(3) keV and 806.7(3) keV.
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FIG. 2: (a) Energy spectrum of γ rays measured at the target
position and correlated with recoils that were followed within
350 ms in the same DSSD pixel by an α decay with the energy
expected for the (11/2−) ground state of 155Lu. Peaks aris-
ing from contamination from 157Hf and 157Lu are indicated
by the squares and circles, respectively. (b) As (a), after per-
forming a background subtraction (see text for details). (c)
Transitions in (b) in coincidence with the 685 keV γ ray.

The three γ-ray transitions are mutually coincident (co-
incidences with the 685 keV transition are shown in fig-
ure 2c) and form a single cascade feeding the (11/2−)
ground state of 155Lu, as shown in figure 3. The order-
ing of the transitions is based on their measured rela-
tive intensities, after correcting for the γ-ray detection
efficiency, of I(806.7) ≡ 1000, I(684.8) = 820(80) and
I(328.7) = 320(20). The 329 keV transition is observed
for the first time in this work.

The 5586 keV α-decay peak of the (1/2+) isomeric
state is also strongly contaminated by other α decays of
similar energies (see figure 1b). This background and the
low yield of these 155Lu α decays rendered it impossible
to obtain a sufficiently clean energy spectrum to allow γ
rays populating this isomer to be identified.

The characteristic α-decay peak of the (25/2−) isomer
at 7390 keV is relatively free of contamination (see fig-

ure 1c) and it is less susceptible to miscorrelations than
the lower-lying states owing to its shorter half-life. A
maximum correlation time of 14 ms between implanted
ions and these α decays was applied and the energy spec-
trum of γ rays measured in JUROGAM in delayed coinci-
dence with these ions is shown in figure 4a. The energies
and intensities of these γ rays are presented in table I
and the level scheme deduced on the basis of coincidence
relationships and intensities is shown in figure 3.

The two strongest γ-ray transitions are those at 518
keV and 660 keV, and these were found to be in coin-
cidence with all of the strong transitions in figure 4a.
The placement of these transitions as the two lowest-
lying transitions above the (25/2−) state is consistent
with the previous work [1]. The third most intense γ
ray has an energy of 212 keV and this was previously
assumed to be the next transition in the sequence above
the isomer and be of M1 multipolarity [1]. However, the
212 keV γ-ray transition is absent from the energy spec-
trum of γ rays observed in coincidence with the 1076 keV
transition (see figure 4b), but both of these γ rays are in
coincidence with the 798 keV transition (see figure 4c).
In the level scheme presented in figure 3, the 212 keV
and 1076 keV transitions are shown as populating the
same state, which has the 798 keV γ ray as one of its
de-exciting transitions. This interpretation is consistent
with the γ rays that are observed in coincidence with the
560 keV transition (see figure 4d). Figures 4b and 4d
provide evidence for the decay paths in parallel with the
798 keV transition that are presented in figure 3. These
decay paths proceed via a 106 keV transition to the state
depopulated by the 660 keV transition. The energy spec-
trum of γ rays observed in coincidence with the 106 keV
transition is shown in figure 4e, which shows that this
transition is in coincidence with γ rays placed higher in
the level scheme such as the 560 keV, 382 keV, 545 keV
and 550 keV transitions.

The observation of the 106 keV γ rays in JUROGAM
means that it must be a dipole transition, because the
lifetimes expected for higher multipolarities are too long.
If it is of E1 multipolarity, the 106 keV transition inten-
sity would be lower than those of higher-lying transitions
after allowing for internal conversion [19]. However, an
M1 multipolarity assignment would be compatible with
the intensities of the other transitions in the level scheme
and is therefore assumed for this transition.

The ordering of the 1076, 545 and 550 keV transitions
was based on their relative intensities. While the 545 keV
appears more intense than the 550 keV when observing
coincidences with the 1076 keV transition (see figure 4b),
the opposite is true in the singles spectrum (see figure 4a).
This may be due to the presence of a second 550 keV
transition elsewhere in the level scheme. An investigation
of this transition has not yielded a convincing placement
in the level scheme. The relative intensities of the 382
and 1212 keV tranitions are consistent with each other.
Their ordering has been chosen based on the likelihood
that the breaking of a proton pair is required for this
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FIG. 3: Revised and extended level scheme of excited states in 155Lu. Energies are in units of keV.

structure owing the limited configuration available to the
valence nucleons. The intensities of the 354 and 443 keV
transitions differ significantly. A possible explanation for
this is the presence of additional decay paths feeding the
3420 keV state. A 27 keV transition from the 3447 keV
state has been considered as a candidate for such a decay
path, but would be below the threshold of Jurogam in
the experiment.

IV. DISCUSSION

The three γ-ray transitions that populate the (11/2−)
ground state of 155Lu fit in well with the energy level
systematics of lighter isotones shown in figure 5, assum-
ing they are a cascade of stretched E2 transitions. The

sequence is typical of what would be expected for a pair
of f7/2 neutrons coupling with an odd h11/2 proton. The

excitation energy of the (23/2−) state at the top of this
cascade is higher than that of the α-decaying (25/2−)
state, resulting in the latter becoming a spin-gap iso-
mer. The spins and parities assumed for the three states
above the (25/2−) state are the same as those proposed
by Ding et al. [1], albeit that the 212 keV transition has
been moved and replaced by the 106 keV transition in
the present work.

A particularly interesting feature of figure 5 is the low-
ering in excitation energy of the 25/2− states relative to
the 27/2− states with increasing Z. It is expected that
both the 25/2− and 27/2− states are πhn

11/2 ⊗ νf7/2h9/2

configurations, where the proton seniority n = 1 for the
27/2− states and n = 3 for the 25/2− states. In this
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TABLE I: Energies and efficiency corrected relative intensities of transitions observed at the target position in the structures
feeding the (25/2−) state. Assigned multipolarities and internal conversion corrected [19] intensities are included. The transition
marked with an asterisk (*) is an unresolved doublet, displaying a low level of coincidence with itself.

Eγ (keV) Iγ Mλ Iγ Eγ (keV) Iγ Mλ Iγ Eγ (keV) Iγ Mλ Iγ
(ICC corrected) (ICC corrected) (ICC corrected)

106.3(1) 165(3) (M1) 649(11) 443.3(2) 100(2) 797.5(3) 403(4) (E2) 389(4)
212.1(2) 498(3) (E1) 502(3) 513.0(2) 50(2) 958.5(3) 66(3)
246.0(2) 45(1) *518.5(2) ≡1000 (M1) ≡1000 997.5(4) 28(2)
268.4(2) 22(1) 544.7(2) 119(2) 1054.2(4) 50(3)
299.8(2) 108(2) 550.2(2) 231(3) 1076.2(4) 148(4)
322.8(2) 38(2) 559.5(2) 353(4) 1122.4(5) 24(3)
341.1(2) 172(2) 659.7(2) 1004(5) (E1) 969(5) 1144.1(4) 33(2)
354.2(2) 355(3) 681.9(5) 20(2) 1186.1(6) 21(3)
381.5(2) 64(2) 687.0(3) 84(2) 1212.0(4) 64(3)
397.9(2) 245(3) 696.0(3) 36(2) 1233.5(4) 91(3)
416.2(2) 37(2) 709.2(3) 116(3) 1314.5(4) 110(3)

configuration, a proton and a neutron in the h11/2 and
h9/2 spin-orbit partner orbitals, respectively, would be
expected to interact strongly due to their spatial over-
lap. The increase in proton number would increase the
proton occupancy of the h11/2 state, increasing the prob-
ability of an interaction between an h11/2 proton and an
h9/2 neutron. The inclusion of a strong [πh11/2, νh9/2]1+
interaction [2, 3] provides a mechanism for the observed
lowering of the 25/2− state relative to the 27/2− state
with increasing Z. This interaction is forbidden in the
27/2− state, as it is not possible for a spin of 27/2 to be
constructed from the available angular momentum pro-
jections of the unpaired nucleons.

The (29/2+) and (31/2+) states are assumed to be
a πh11/2 ⊗ νf7/2i13/2 configuration, as adopted for the

N = 84 isotones 151Ho and 153Tm [2, 3]. Higher-lying
states could arise from the alignment of a pair of pro-
tons. Such assignments have been made in 153Tm [3],
where the 35/2+ state is assigned as a π(h11/2)

4d3/2 ⊗
ν(f7/2)

2 configuration and the 37/2− state is assigned as

a π(h11/2)
5 ⊗ νf7/2h9/2 configuration.

Shell model calculations have been performed for 155Lu
in the present work. An inert 146Gd core was assumed
and the model space took into account the proton d3/2,
s1/2 and h11/2 orbitals and the neutron h9/2, f7/2, f5/2,
p3/2, p1/2 and i13/2 orbitals. The starting point for
the calculation was the realistic charge-dependent Bonn
nucleon-nucleon potential [23]. It was renormalized using
the perturbative G-matrix approach in order to take into
account the core polarisation effect [24]. The monopole
part of the effective interaction thus obtained was fur-
ther optimised by fitting to the excitation energies of
190 low-lying yrast states in N = 82 − 86 nuclides, in
close proximity to 146Gd, with a Monte Carlo optimisa-
tion procedure [25]. Parts of the multipole interaction
matrix elements were adjusted following the description
by A. Algora [26]. The single-particle energies of the pro-
ton orbitals were taken from experimental data: πs1/2 =
0.0 MeV, πd3/2 = 0.253 MeV, πh11/2 = 0.0506 MeV [27].

The single-particle energies used for the neutron orbitals
were νf7/2 = 0.0 MeV, νi13/2 = 0.997 MeV, νh9/2 =
1.397 MeV. The unknown single-particle energies of the
other neutron orbitals were determined by the fitting pro-
cess. The calculations show that the experimental data
can be reproduced by the optimised interaction within an
average deviation of around 190 keV. The levels repro-
duced up to 31/2+ in 155Lu have an average difference
from the experimental levels of 71 keV, with a standard
error of 22 keV and a largest deviation of 182 keV. The
assumption that the 146Gd core is inert is robust as core
excitations would not be expected until much higher ex-
citation energies than calculated here.

The experimental levels are reflected well in these cal-
culations (see figure 6). Furthermore, the dominant com-
ponents of the wavefunctions of the calculated states
are consistent with the configurations deduced from the
systematic trends. Further calculations have been per-
formed, in which the anti-aligned [πh11/2, νh9/2]1+ inter-
action matrix element has been switched off (see figure 6).
The result is a significant increase in the excitation en-
ergy of the 25/2− state, which has two notable effects:
the 25/2− state has a greater excitation energy than the
23/2− state and thus would not be isomeric; and the
difference in excitation energy between the 25/2− and
27/2− states is significantly reduced. In contrast, the
excitation energy of the 27/2− state changes very little
with the removal of this interaction. This highlights the
importance of the [πh11/2, νh9/2]1+ interaction on the be-

haviour of the 25/2− proton seniority n = 3 state.

Calculations in which the aligned [πh11/2, νh9/2]10+ in-
teraction is removed have also been performed (see fig-
ure 6). While the πh11/2 ⊗ νf(7/2)

2 states do not expe-
rience a significant change, those with a neutron in the
h9/2 orbital do. This reinforces the assignments of the

πh11/2 ⊗ νf(7/2)
2 and πh11/2 ⊗ νf7/2h9/2 configurations

in this nucleus.
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FIG. 4: (a) Energy spectrum of γ rays measured at the target
position and correlated with recoils that were followed within
14 ms by an α decay of the (25/2−) state in 155Lu in the
same DSSD pixel. Energy spectra of these γ rays that were
observed in coincidence with γ rays of energy (b) 1076 keV,
(c) 798 keV, (d) 560 keV, and (e) 106 keV.
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FIG. 5: Systematics of excited states in odd-A N = 84
isotones neighbouring 155Lu, relative to the (11/2−) state.
States up to (23/2−) follow a nearly constant trend across
the isotones, whereas the (25/2−) state decreases in excita-
tion energy with increasing Z [3, 20–22].

V. SUMMARY

Excited states in 155Lu have been identified in an in-
beam γ-ray spectroscopy experiment. An extended and
revised level scheme has been proposed and compared
with those of its odd-A N = 84 isotones. Shell model
calculations optimised using empirical data from this re-
gion of the nuclear chart have been found to reproduce
the experimentally observed states well. The importance
of the anti-aligned 1+ interaction between h11/2 protons

and h9/2 neutrons on the behaviour of 25/2− states has
been demonstrated by these calculations.
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